ROBOT SPECIFICATION SHEET

OMNIBOT 2000:
High tech home entertainment robot with programmable memory up to seven days in advance. Program through on-board computer to perform by remote control or from memory system. Fully articulated right arm is powered with shoulder moving up and down; wrist turns 360 degrees left or right; three-pronged hand opens and closes; head turns at neck left or right. Bright orange spotlight eyes. Two-speed forward and reverse, left and right. Detachable motorized serving tray and built-in digital clock and cassette player.

- Radio control operation
- Programmable 7-day memory
- Time/function programmability
- Built-in digital clock
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- Built-in cassette tape player
- Motorized arm, wrist, hand and head
- Bright orange spotlight eyes
- Motorized detachable serving tray
- Two speeds in forward and reverse
- Two-inch floor clearance
- Retractable carry handles
- Master control unit
- Built-in tape storage drawer
- Accessory panel (for photo and infrared sensors, external speakers, light timer, etc.)
- Rechargeable 6-volt battery and recharging unit
- Height: 26 inches
  Weight: 26 lbs.
- Availability: August 1985
- Suggested Retail: $500.00 (U.S.)
- Distribution: Major toy and electronic retail outlets and catalog operations

OMNIBOT:

Pre-programmable robot that can perform by remote control or memory. Can move forward, reverse, left or right. Has manual grasping hand and can carry objects on detachable tray. Built-in digital alarm clock and cassette tape unit. Three operating modes.
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- Radio control operation
- Programmable 7-day memory
- Time/function programmability
- Built-in digital alarm clock
- Built-in cassette tape player
- Manual grasping hand
- Rechargeable 6-volt battery and recharging unit
- Master control unit
- Height: 18 inches
- Weight: 10 lbs.
- Currently available
- Suggested retail: $300.00 (U.S.)
- Distribution: Major toy and electronic retail outlets and catalog operations

CHATBOT:
State-of-the-fun remote-controlled robot that will record and deliver a 30-second message. Transmitter allows forward and right turn movement. "Speak" button releases taped message. Comes with detachable tray.
- Wireless remote control operation
- On-board voice recording capability
- Message can be delivered to other locations using transmitter
- Moves forward, turns to right
- Detachable tray
- more -
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- Uses two 9-volt and two "C" batteries (not included)
- Height: 9 inches
- Weight: 3 lbs.
- Availability, August 1985
- Suggested retail: $65.00 (U.S.)
- Distribution: Major toy and electronic retail outlets and catalog operations

VERBOT:
Remote controlled robot that responds to eight separate verbal commands via wireless transmitter. Will go forward, backward, turn left or right, pick up an object, set it down, stop, and "smile", all on verbal command.
- Voice activated
- Wireless microphone/transmitter
- Perform eight separate functions
- Radio controlled operation
- Uses one 9-volt, 4 "AA", and two "C" batteries (not included)
- Height: 9 inches
- Weight: 3 lbs.
- Approximate retail: $65.00 (U.S.)
- Distribution: Major toy and electronic retail outlets and catalog operations
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